Learning our way out

These are times when the routine of commencing another education year seems less important.

Time as it is disintegrating as an intellectual discipline. They point to adult education as being increasingly commodified, marketed, customised, modified for organisations, and sold worldwide. It embraces everything from grassroots activism to top level management training, and because of this it has lost its way, it has lost its sense of purpose and the values that direct it. Their challenge to adult educators is that we need to ‘learn our way out’ of this situation. It’s an argument that won’t be shared by everyone, but it is a challenge that can’t be ignored. How can adult educators facilitate discussion and learning about the most pressing issues facing us all today with the purpose of shaping a fairer, more just society?

There are promising examples of small groups coming together to distribute information and discussion sheets about the refugees, immigration and the war. ALA’s February website of the month highlighted one group’s activity and another’s booklet The Truth Hurts also features on the site. Can similar activities be organised between the computer and Thai cooking classes? This immediate challenge for adult education coordinators is also relevant for other issues. For instance young (and older) people continue to join environment groups to learn and act on global warming, deforestation and to consider ways of responding to the Rio and Kyoto agendas. Will they see the adult education centre as a site for this learning? Will adult education be seen as a place where the issues that people really want and need to know about will be discussed or will that occur elsewhere?

ALA wants to respond to these challenges. We will again this year convene a learning leadership program that will take up these issues and challenges. The aim will be to bring together current and aspiring leaders who believe that adult education and learning is vital in building community learning and action in order to develop a growing cohort of activist learning leaders. Details can be found on page 9.

This is my final editorial in my role as ALA Director. I would like to thank ALA members for their support over the past three years, for the warm welcome I received when visiting centres across the country, and for sharing your experience and expertise. I now return to the practice of teaching and learning. ■

Tony Brown